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SevenPoint2 Product User Fights Cancer With An Alkaline Lifestyle

Jean never would have known she had Cancer if she hadn’t gone into the
 hospital because of a seizure last year on Mothers Day… A couple weeks
 later the doctors were cutting Cancer out of her lung. Listen to her
 inspiring story and find out in her own words what the SevenPoint2
 products and program is all about.

By clicking the link below you can download and/or listen to her
 recorded testimonial. Or you can read the transcription at the end of this
 article:
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The Concept behind the SevenPoint2 Products and Program is that the
 body will heal itself as long as we give it the proper tools and stop
 putting road blocks in its way.

To hear more about the Products Jean is using CLICK HERE

“In May 2013, actually on Mother’s Day, I had a seizure. And from that seizure
 I was diagnosed with lung cancer, and they found a brain tumour. Within
 seven days of that diagnosis, I’d actually lost one third of my lung and had
 cancer cut out of my lymph nodes. This was all without any signs or
 symptoms, so it came as a complete surprise.
 So when I got out of hospital, I was told to go on barley grass and wheat
 grass. I found out that barley powder is alkaline, and that would allow the
 wheat grass to get in and attack cancer cells. So I was on that for a while,
 and my good friend in New Zealand went searching and found Seven Point
 2. So she rang me up, and said “I’ve found an answer for your problem”. So I
 went and I looked at the products, looked at what they did, immediately
 joined up, and got the recovery tablets – for pain specifically, and I got the
 green caps because in the greens I noticed that they had barley and wheat
 powder.
 So I didn’t look any further than that, but took the recovery; which
 absolutely got me to the point where I was pain free. I’ve had a knee
 operation, I couldn’t walk very far; I was suffering in my shoulder where I’d
 had the operation, so I couldn’t even lie on my side in the bed. And so I
 found that when I took the recovery and I was taking the greens, the pain
 went; I actually was walking without pain, I could walk faster than my
 husband; and I could change back to my side of the bed because my
 shoulder no longer hurt.
 So I found that in taking the greens and the recovery, I actually got great
 results. Not only that, I was supposed to go on chemo and I decided not to,
 because there’s a minuscule chance if I went on chemo, and I didn’t, to the
 return of the cancer. So I decided that I’d stick with what I was doing; and in
 the twelve months since that I had the CT scan, there’s no evidence of any
 cancer – so instead of having a scan every six months, I don’t have to have
 one for another twelve.
 What I’m working on now is — I’m on the whole Health Made Simple
 program – love the products. And I’m working on shrinking my tumour; so
 when I have my MRI in January, I actually will have a look to see the
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 difference between that MRI and the last one I had.
 So in actual fact, I haven’t had any seizures, at the moment I am cancer
 clear, and I’m working on my tumour. What I’ve found is that I have lots and
 lots of energy, I have no pain, I’m able to run up and down stairs, and love
 the product. I think it’s the greatest thing I’ve found since I don’t know what.
 So that’s my story.” – Jean B, W.A.
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